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Multiple 
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Original Paper
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Editorial in Book 
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Theories in 
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and Philosophy 
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Book:
Transcendent Mind

Chapter 5

Separation 
of mind from
brain?



Non-aware 
arithmetic?

They use a different 
definition of consciousness
compared to our course!

Paper:
Sklar et al. (2012) 

Reading and 
doing arithmetic 
nonconsciously



Privacy of
Language?

BBC Radio 4: Wittgenstein‘s Beetle in 
a Box Analogy
youtube.com/watch?v=x86hLtOkou8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x86hLtOkou8


materialism
somtimes physicalism

matter



matter consciousness

dualism
substance or property



idealism

consciousness

idealism



neutral monism

one substance
neither matter 

nor mind

idealismneutral monism



Common responses to the hard question
as categorized by 
Chalmers (2003) 
Consciousness and 
its Place in Nature



there is no epistemic (knowledge) gap

A materialism

does not exists 
eliminativism

consciousness

or
is fully definable by 
functions functionalism,
behaviors behaviorism
information computationalism



A materialism

Folk Psychology Argument:
“ […] the correct account of cognition […] will bear 
about as much resemblance to Folk Psychology as 
modern chemistry bears to fourspirit alchemy. “
- Paul Churchland

Alchemical symbols from: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alchemical_symbol

air fire

water earth



Illusion/Belief Argument:
“[…] something that is true:
I am not introspectively 
aware that mental images 
are brain-processes 
to something that is false:
I am introspectively aware 
that mental images are not 
brain-processes.”
- DM Armstrong

A materialism

Cartoon by ciosuconstantin: toonpool.com/cartoons/Illusion_8114



A materialism

Chinese room
John Searle

I do not understand Chinese. I am in a 
closed room an receive questions in 
Chinese. I answer them by using a rulebook
which allows for perfect Chinese-English 
translation. 

To the outside it looks like I speak Chinese.



there is an epistemic 
(knowledge) gap

B materialism

phenomenal states are 
identified with brain 

states 
Identity theory

but no ontological 
(nature of reality) gap



B materialism

Consciousness is 
distinct to physical 

concepts, but it refers 
to the same thing, like 

water = H2O



B materialism

“We materialists believe that these causal roles 
which belong by analytic necessity to experiences 

belong in fact to certain physical states.”
- David Lewis



B materialism

Identity needs to be epistemically primitive:

„How it is that anything so remarkable as a state of
consciousness comes about as a result of
irritating nervous tissue, is just as unaccountable
as the appearance of the Djin, when Aladdin 
rubbed his lamp.“
- Thomas Huxley



There is an epistemic 
(knowledge) gap 

between the physical 
and phenomenal, but 
closable in principle / 

future. 

C materialism (promissory materialism)



D dualism

matter consciousness

epistemic (knowledge) 
gap and ontological 

(nature of things) gap

consciousness has
causal powers



D dualism

substance dualism
interactionism

matter mind



D dualism

substance dualism
interactionism

„cogito ergo sum“
- René Descartes

Intuition that mind can
also affect the body

Interaction Problem
How do the substances interact?



D dualism

substance dualism
occasionalism

matter

mind

GOD matter

mind



substance dualism
occasionalism

Al-Ghazali
Causality is not observed,

only succession of events
Laws are gods will

D dualism



D dualism

substance dualism
parallelism

matter

mind

matter

mind

harmony



D dualism

substance dualism
parallelism

Gottfried Leibniz

solve the interaction problem with
pre-established harmony



D dualism

non-reductive
emergentism

quantum field

particles

chemistry

biology

mind



D dualism

non-reductive
emergentism
Wetness of water
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D dualism
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non-reductive
emergentism
Is true emergence

possible?



E dualism

matter consciousness

epistemic (knowledge) 
and ontological 

(nature of things) gap

consciousness has
no causal powers



E dualism

epiphenomenalism

matter

matter

consciousness



E dualism

matter is causally closed
and mind delayed

epiphenomenalism

we should have no 
knowledge about 
mind, because mind 
should not influence 
the physical



F monism

panpsychism

intrinsic properties 
of physical world are 

themselves 
phenomenal 
properties

e.g. animism in 
shamanic traditions

Picture: natureloverstrek.com/shaman-healing-tour.html



F monism

Combination problem How shoud conscious
atoms combine to a 
higher conscious
entity?

panpsychism

„Take a hundred of them
[feelings], shuffle them and 

pack them as close together
as you can (whatever that may

mean); still each remains the
same feeling it always was […].“

- William James



I monism

idealism

only
consciousness

exists



I monism
"Truly speaking, pure 
consciousness is indivisible, it is 
without parts. It has no form and 
shape, no 'within' and 'without'. 
There is no 'right' or 'left' for it. 
Pure consciousness, which is the 
Heart, includes all, and nothing 
is outside or apart from it. [...] 
The body is itself a mere 
projection of the mind, and the 
mind is but a poor reflection of 
the radiant Heart."
- Sri Ramana Maharshi
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I monism

"I regard consciousness as 
fundamental. I regard matter as 

derivative from consciousness. 
We cannot get behind 

consciousness. Everything that 
we talk about, everything that we 

regard as existing, postulates 
consciousness."

- Max Planck
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I monism

idealism

"How does 
macroexperiential
structure yield 
microexperiential
structure?"

- David Chalmers

decomposition problem



N New mystersianism

subjective
objective

gap is
unsolvable



N New mystersianism

“The ‘mysterianism’ I advocate is really nothing 
more than the acknowledgment that human 
intelligence is […] an incremental adaptation based 
on earlier forms of intelligence that no one would 
regard as faintly omniscient.”

- C McGinn



“if all you have is a 
hammer, everything 
looks like a nail”
- Abraham Maslow


